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Event: Easter Egg Hunt
On April 4th, Hunter’s Trace
held its annual Easter Egg Hunt
and party for the neighborhood
children.
Organized by Melanie Johnson and a group of volunteers,
the event featured: games; over
200 plastic Easter Eggs filled
with candy were “laid” out
throughout the park for the
children to find and collect, a
“Best Halloween Costume” contest, and a bean bag toss-board
was provided by Carl and Joy
Jones. Other activities included
baseball, and Frisbee tossing.
Neighbors got to socialize
and share a beautiful day at the
Park. About 20 families enjoyed
the event.

Event: Movie-in-the-Park
Saturday, June 10th, our
neighborhood Movie-in-thePark featured Disney’s
“Moana”
Neighbors enjoyed watching the children in the Bounce
Hose provided by Eric Cooney
and then enjoying the movie.
Everyone brought their lawn
chairs and picnic blankets and
many were grilling hotdogs and
hamburgers. The Park had been
sprayed for misquotes and the
weather was great.
It was an enjoyable evening.

Park and Subdivision Improvement / Maintenance:
A lot of work has been accomplished at the Park
and at our subdivision entrance. We have repaired the
water sprinkler systems and they are now operational.
We have cut back bushes at he front entrance. This fall
we will be coring and reseeding the grass at the Park.
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Entrance Sign: Our new entrance message sign has been a
great addition to keep our
neighbors informed.

Slow Kids-at-Play signs: These
cute little soldiers have gotten
some abuse, but they do remind us we have children playing near and on the street.

We are looking for your ideas on adding features
to the Park. Go to: www.husterstrace.org and contact
one of your HOA Board members to give them your
ideas.

